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Introduction
Over the last decade, many essential developments relating to the protection of human rights have
taken place in the field of gender registration. Next to the progressive elimination of requirements
for gender recognition in some countries, several states in South East Asia, Oceania and North
America have followed the example set by Nepal in 2007 to recognize non-binary gender
identities. 1 In addition, developments in countries such as Malta and the Netherlands initiated a
discussion regarding the question why gender presents a relevant legal category to the extent that
it is registered in the civil registry and defines one’s legal personhood. The aim of this report is to
provide an overview of the different legal gender registration models which somehow cause a
break in the static registration of gender as binary, and recognize gender identities as
considerably more diverse as is understood under the auspices of the two categories, namely
women and men. It will focus on the legalistic and bureaucratic aspects of implementing these
models in order to provide a clear picture how states can avoid unintended consequences when
introducing non-binary gender categories, or, conversely, no longer registering gender for various
purposes. The report provides some stance into how non-binary gender registration models affect
the human rights, the well-being and social acceptance of non-binary persons. Yet, in order to
obtain further conclusive knowledge regarding this topic, more far-reaching qualitative research
is necessary.
Since this report serves as a background study for the development of its own policy regarding
non-binary gender registration models by ILGA-Europe, it concentrates on possible
developments in member states of the Council of Europe (CoE). Nonetheless, it also discusses
examples from other regions in order to determine possible best practices and lessons-learned for
the European framework. As things in the field of (non-binary) gender registration are rapidly
changing these days, I will be solely discussing developments up until 1 June 2018.
Methodology

1

Pant v Nepal [2007] Supreme Court Division Bench Nepal Writ No. 917 of the Year 2064 BS.
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As enlightened in Appendix 1 on Interview Methods, I conducted in total six Skype interviews
and one interview via email between May 14th and June 8th 2018. These Skype interviews were
held with five representatives of trans and intersex rights organizations and movements in Europe
and Central Asia, as well as one policy-maker from Malta. The interview conducted via email
was with a legal academic from the Netherlands. All interviews followed a semi-structured
format, with the questions being sent to the interviewees prior to our in-person conversation. Five
requests for interviews, or such intended for reception of particular information, remained
unanswered. These unanswered requests were addressed to two state institutions, two
representatives of human rights organizations and one practicing lawyer, respectively.
In addition to interviews, I exchanged emails with several people who provided me with valuable
information, notably one trans rights activist from New Zealand. I have taken on further
extensive desk research and drew on research I had previously conducted for my M.A. and PhD
theses. The study Gender Diversity in Law2, carried-out by the German Institute for Human
Rights, is worth highlighting given it has provided me with crucial knowledge on the current
developments concerning non-binary gender registration models in Germany and elsewhere.
A note on terminology
The report will predominantly use non-binary as an umbrella term to refer to all gender identities
which somehow differ from the notions of women and men. I also opted for calling legal gender
categories other than female and male “non-binary” instead of “third gender”. This is in line with
the opinion held by the Dritte Option, a German alliance advocating the introduction of additional
gender category, which points out that calling new gender categories “third genders” implies that
only three gender identities exist (women, men and a third one). In contrast, calling them nonbinary gender categories proposes no finite number of identities. 3

2

Nina Althoff, Greta Schabram and Petra Follmar Otto, ‘Gender Diversity in Law: The Status Quo and the
Development of Regulatory Models for Recognizing and Protecting Gender Diversity (English Summary)’ (German
Institute for Human Rights 2017); Nina Althoff, Greta Schabram and Petra Follmar Otto, ‘Gutachten.
Geschlechtervielfalt Im Recht. Status Quo Und Entwicklung von Regelungsmodellen Zur Anerkennung Und Zum
Schutz von Geschlechtervielfalt’ (Deutsches Institute für Menschenrechte 2017).
3
Dritte Option, ‘Statement Der Kampagne „Dritte Option“ Zur Anstehenden Gesetzesreform’ (2018) para 3(b).
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A survey on non-binary persons in the UK, conducted in 2014, revealed that people use many
different terms to refer to their non-binary gender identities. The 985 respondents provided more
than 27 self-descriptions, including agender, androgyne, bigender, femme, genderfluid,
genderfuck, genderqueer, neutrois, polygender and third gender. The most commonly used selfdescriptions were non-binary (63%), genderqueer (43%), trans/transgender (37%), genderfluid
(31%) and agender (28%).4 The survey also reported that 15% of the respondents did not
consider themselves as trans and 20% were unsure.5 Moreover, “88% of respondents said they
did not consider themselves to be intersex, with 8% answering ‘unsure’ and 4% answering
‘yes’”. 6 The survey report does not state the exact question resulting in the latter answers or
clarifies whether the question specified what “considering themselves as intersex” exactly means,
whether it refers to having a variation of sex characteristics and/or identifying with an “intersex
gender identity”. However, the glossary of the report notes that intersex is defined as umbrella
term for “people who are born with variations of sex characteristics, which do not always fit
society’s perception of male or female” 7 and is not the same as “gender identity”. 8
The results of the abovementioned survey thus demonstrate that a large diversity exists among
non-binary persons in the UK, and this is likely also the case in other countries and regions of the
world. Consequently, using one term, non-binary, in this report certainly does no justice to the
large diversity of people identifying with a gender other than female or male. At the same time,
there is a lack of a suitable linguistic alternative and the open-ended literal meaning of the term
provides me with the flexibility to encompass a variety of identities, as well as discuss gender
registration models which contest the assumption that only two gender identities are in existence.
One problem, reflected in some of the legal models discussed later on, is that certain law-makers
assume that all trans persons and/or all intersex persons are non-binary. This wrongful
assumption can lead to adverse situations where intersex and trans persons are forcefully
registered with a non-binary gender or no gender (e.g. intersex children in Germany), or can
4

Vic Valentine, ‘Non-Binary People’s Experiences in the UK’ (Scottish Trans Alliance, Equality Network 2015) 9.
ibid.
6
ibid 20.
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Valentine (n 4) 91.
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ibid.
5
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change their legal gender only to a non-binary category, not from F to M and vice versa (e.g. in
Bangladesh). Intersex rights activists have stressed the fact that like all humans, intersex persons
have a variety of gender identities, including binary and non-binary ones. Assuming that all
persons with an intersex body also automatically identify with a non-binary or intersex gender
identity is essentialist and harmful to intersex persons. 9
Structure of the report
The report is divided into four main chapters, each discussing different but interrelated ways of
reducing the reliance on gender binary within public gender registration. Chapter 1 discusses the
elimination of gender markers from identity cards, which, in principle, leaves the registration of
binary genders at the civil registry unchanged, yet reduces the significance of legal genders for
identification purposes, and, consequently, for societal organization. The developments in the
Netherlands serve as a main case study for this discussion. Chapter 2 focuses on the introduction
of third gender markers in identity cards without introducing “third” genders for all legal
purposes. The discussion revolves mainly around the recent change in Malta, which allows X
markers on identity cards, passports and residence permits.10 Chapter 3 debates the changes
necessary for the introduction of a non-binary legal gender for all legal purposes. The current
developments in Germany will constitute the heart of the discussion. Chapter 4 is divided into
three main sections, each analyzing the abolishment of the mandatory gender registration for
certain groups. The first section examines which effects were created if the public gender
registration were abolished altogether for one and all. The second section selects Malta, Germany
and the Netherlands as case studies to discuss the elimination of children’s gender registration.
The third section analyses the possibility of making the gender registration optional for adults via
reference to recent developments in Germany.

9

Dan Christian Ghattas, ‘Standing up for the Human Rights of Intersex People – How Can You Help?’ (OII Europe,
ILGA-Europe 2015) 19; Organisation Intersex International Australia, ‘Intersex People and Identification
Documents’.
10
Yannick Pace, ‘Malta Introduces “X” Marker on Passports, ID Cards and Work Permits’ MaltaToday (5
September
2017)
<http://www.maltatoday.com.mt/news/national/80228/malta_introduces_x_marker_on_passports_id_cards_and_wor
k_permits> accessed 26 May 2018.
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1.

Eliminating gender markers from identification documents

Principle 31 of the Yogyakarta
Principles +10 demands that gender
information will be progressively
eliminated from identity cards and
that gender will become irrelevant
in processes of personal status
registration.11

Some

countries,

notably the Netherlands, are in the
process of revising the ways in
which
recorded

gender
and

information

is

used

for

communicating with its residents. In
2014, researchers of the University
of Utrecht carried-out a study on the
possibility of eliminating the public
gender registration, an act initiated

Yogyakarta Principles plus 10
Principle 31:
THE RIGHT TO LEGAL RECOGNITION
Everyone has the right to legal recognition without reference to, or
requiring assignment or disclosure of, sex, gender, sexual orientation,
gender identity, gender expression or sex characteristics. Everyone has
the right to obtain identity documents, including birth certificates,
regardless of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression or sex
characteristics. Everyone has the right to change gendered information in
such documents while gendered information is included in them.
STATES SHALL:
A. Ensure that official identity documents only include personal
information that is relevant, reasonable and necessary as required by the
law for a legitimate purpose, and thereby end the registration of the sex
and gender of the person in identity documents such as birth certificates,
identification cards, passports and driver licences, and as part of their legal
personality;
B. Ensure access to a quick, transparent and accessible mechanism to
change names, including to gender-neutral names, based on the selfdetermination of the person;
C. While sex or gender continues to be registered:
i. Ensure a quick, transparent, and accessible mechanism that legally
recognizes and affirms each person’s self-defined gender identity;
ii. Make available a multiplicity of gender marker options;
iii. Ensure that no eligibility criteria, such as medical or psychological
interventions, a psycho-medical diagnosis, minimum or maximum age,
economic status, health, marital or parental status, or any other third party
opinion, shall be a prerequisite to change one’s name, legal sex or gender;
iv. Ensure that a person’s criminal record, immigration status or other
status is not used to prevent a change of name, legal sex or gender.

11

The Yogyakarta Principles plus 10. Additional Principles and State Obligations on the Application of International
Human Rights Law in Relation to Sexual Orientation, Gender Identity, Gender Expression and Sex Characteristics to
Complement the Yogyakarta Principles 2017 Principle 31. TGEU explicitly endorses Principle 31. See: TGEU,
‘TGEU Position Paper on Gender Markers’ (19 July 2018) <https://tgeu.org/tgeu-position-paper-on-gendermarkers/> accessed 29 July 2018.
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by a parliamentary motion. 12 This study revealed that there are per se no restraints under
international law for eliminating the civil registration of gender, but that several fields of Dutch
law, such as family law (e.g. on marriage and parenthood), would need to be revised given their
differentiation according to gender.13 As a result of this research, the Dutch government
committed to limiting the registration of legal genders wherever possible. 14 Thus far this
commitment has been implemented by omitting gender information from public transport cards
(“OV-chip cards”). In addition, a number of Dutch educational institutions made the decision to
eliminate gender markers from their student cards and implement a gender-neutral
communication with their students. 15 Some cities, such as Amsterdam, the Hague and Utrecht,
have further announced to eliminate unnecessary questions related to one’s gender from all
government forms and/or render any official communication with its citizens gender-neutral. 16
The above-listed measures exhibit that the Netherlands have commenced a profound
reconsideration of how data on gender is collected and used for governmental purposes, which
includes abolishing gender markers on some personal documents, like public transport cards and
student cards. Other countries, such as Australia, began to be similarly aware that gender
information is often collected even when irrelevant for the purpose at hand. Australian guidelines
on the recognition of sex and gender issued in 2013 state that “all departments and agencies that
collect sex and/or gender information must not collect information unless it is necessary for, or
12

Marjolein van den Brink and Jet Tigchelaar, M/V En Verder: Sekseregistratie Door de Overheid En de Juridische
Positie van Transgenders (Ministerie van Veiligheid & Justitie 2014).
13
Marjolein van den Brink and Jet Tigchelaar, ‘English Summary. M/F and beyond Gender Registration by the State
and the Legal Position of Transgender Persons’ [2014] Ministerie van Veiligheid & Justitie.
14
Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal, ‘Modernisering Gemeentelijke Basisadministratie Persoonsgegevens (GBA),
Brief van de Minister van Veiligheid En Justitie En de Minister van Onderwijs, Cultuur En Wetenschap’
Vergaderjaar 2016–2017, 27 859, Nr. 99 5.
15
Ministerie van Veiligheid en Justitie, ‘Government Opts for Less Registration of Gender’ (23 December 2016)
<https://www.government.nl/latest/news/2016/12/23/government-opts-for-less-registration-of-gender> accessed 10
March 2017; Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal (n 14) 7–8. The elimination of gender information from OV-Chip
and students cards are rather “cosmetic” changes since the administration of both types of cards has access to the
central registry, which also provides gender information. Nevertheless, regular staff of the public transport agency,
such as ticket controllers, and of universities cannot ascertain the holder’s gender from the cards.
16
Janene Pieters, ‘Amsterdam Municipality Goes Gender-Neutral in Speeches, Letters’ NL Times (26 July 2017)
<http://nltimes.nl/2017/07/26/amsterdam-municipality-goes-gender-neutral-speeches-letters>;
‘Genderneutrale
Taaltips
Voor
Gemeenteambtenaren’
(Gemeente.nu,
26
July
2017)
<https://www.gemeente.nu/dienstverlening/communicatie/genderneutrale-taaltips-gemeenteambtenaren/> accessed
19 August 2017; Tweede Kamer der Staten-Generaal (n 14) 5.
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directly related to, one or more of the agency’s functions or activities” 17. In a report on gender
registration, the German Institute for Human Rights (GIHR) further explains that most German
governmental forms registering gender do not, in fact, require any gender information per se.18
Despite the Netherlands increasingly limiting gender markers on IDs, they still face constraints
under international regulations when it comes to passports. Current guidelines on machinereadable travel documents by the International Civil Aviation Organisation (ICAO), a specialized
United Nations agency, requires countries to include gender markers, expressed as F, M or X, on
passports.19 These ICAO guidelines were transposed into EU law through regulation 2252/2004
on biometric passports, which compels all EU passports to be in line with ICAO regulations. 20 As
a consequence, EU member states do not have the option anymore to issue passports without any
gender marker, which, for example, Germany provided for to trans persons until 31 December
2005.21 Thus, if the Netherlands wishes to leave out gender information from passports, they
could only do so by stating an X marker on all passports. However, as discussed in detail in 2.2.,
people with X markers on passports have faced obstacles concerning the online reservation
systems for check-in at certain airline companies, and, conversely, when entering certain
countries. Thus, countries allowing an X marker, such as Malta, often provide their citizens with
the option of obtaining two passports; one with a binary gender and another with an X marker. 22

17

Australian Government, ‘Australian Government Guidelines on the Recognition of Sex and Gender’ (2013) 6.
Althoff, Schabram and Follmar Otto, ‘Gutachten. Geschlechtervielfalt Im Recht. Status Quo Und Entwicklung von
Regelungsmodellen Zur Anerkennung Und Zum Schutz von Geschlechtervielfalt’ (n 2) 43.
19
International Civil Aviation Organization, ‘Machine Readable Travel Documents. Part 4 — Specifications for
Machine Readable Passports (MRPs) and Other TD3 Size MRTDs’ (2015) Doc 9303 14.
20
Council Regulation No 2252/2004 of 13 December 2004 on standards for security features and biometrics in
passports and travel documents issued by Member States 2004 [L 385/1] Preamble (3), Annex para 2.
21
Deutscher Bundestag, ‘Drucksache 16/306. Antwort Der Bundesregierung Auf Die Kleine Anfrage Der
Abgeordneten Irmingard Schewe-Gerigk, Wolfgang Wieland, Volker Beck (Köln), Weiterer Abgeordneter Und Der
Fraktion BÜNDNIS 90/DIE GRÜNEN – Drucksache 16/148 – Probleme Bei Der Reisefreiheit Für Transsexuelle
Bürgerinnen Und Bürger’ (2005) 1; Interview with Dan Christian Ghattas (23 May 2018).
22
Interview with Gabriella Calleja (22 May 2018).
18
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International Regulations concerning Gender Markers on Passports


International Civil Aviation Organization:
o Doc 9303, Machine Readable Travel Documents. Part 4 (2015), p. 14: the sex of
a passport’s holder must be specified with F, M or X (in English, French,
Spanish) or single initial commonly used in the language of the State where the
document is issued



Europe Union:
o Council Regulation No 2252/2004 of 13 December 2004 on standards for
security features and biometrics in passports and travel documents issued by
Member States, Preamble para 3: the ICAO Doc 9303 (see above) shall be
taken into account on machine readable travel documents issued by member
states of the EU

While under current international guidelines and EU law gender markers in form of F, M or X
must remain on passports, states are free to abolish gender markers from other identity cards. In
fact, a few other jurisdictions other than the Netherlands began to eliminate gender markers from
different IDs.23 In addition, some countries, such as Austria for health cards and Greece,
Germany, Italy and Serbia for IDs, have never introduced gender markers for certain cards in the
first place. Further still, most driving licenses issued by member states of the CoE display no
gender markers. Nevertheless, gender is often still registered in the registry for driving licences.
For example, Dutch driving licences display no gender markers. However, once one changes
their legal gender on their birth certificate, one must also inform the licence registration and
apply for a new licence since the old one becomes invalid with an official change of legal
gender.24
Lacking a gender marker on an ID does not necessarily mean that a person’s legal gender is not
indicated on the card. There are several other ways of displaying a person’s legal gender
assignment. For example, German personal identity cards contain no gender markers since,
according to the German regulations governing naming rights, a person’s first name should
23

Ministry of Government and Consumer Services, ‘Gender on Health Cards and Driver’s Licences’
(news.ontario.ca, 29 June 2016) <https://news.ontario.ca/mgs/en/2016/06/gender-on-health-cards-and-driverslicences.html> accessed 8 February 2017.
24
Interview with Marjolein van den Brink (31 May 2018).
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indicate the person’s gender.25 In many Eastern European languages, not only are first names
highly gendered but last names may also differ according to one’s legal gender assignment (e.g.
Witkowski for legal men and Witkowska for legal women). Another way to indicate a person’s
legal gender on an identity card is to display a social security number, which contains a certain
digit referring to a (binary) gender. For example, the ninth digit in the Swedish social security
number, which is needed practically in all public actions, like opening a bank account, displays a
person’s legal gender, an even number for women and an odd one for men. 26 In addition to many
Scandinavian countries, many Easter European countries also contain gendered personal identity
numbers. 27 Abolishing gender markers from IDs must therefore be complemented by allowing
gender-neutral names and reducing gender for identification purposes in a more general manner,
such as displaying it in social security numbers.
1.1. Effects of reducing the dissemination of gender information
Eliminating gender markers from identity documents could prevent the situation that gender
markers do not reflect a person’s gender identity. In addition, it could alleviate a lot of stress for
trans and intersex persons to become scrutinized for having a gender expression or a physical
appearance that is considered “non-matching” the gender marker on IDs. Cis persons, including
intersex persons identifying with the gender that was assigned to them at birth, whose gender
expression and/or physical appearance do not conform to normative gender expectations could be
equally relieved from some public scrutiny. Not having gender markers on IDs could be in
particular beneficial in regions where gender non-conforming persons are often subjected to
unnecessary and invasive security checks. 28 In addition, it could be of service to all persons who
consider gender identity to be a private issue, thus refusing to reveal it publicly. Experiencing
25

Interview with Richard Köhler (17 May 2018); Germany, Allgemeine Verwaltungsvorschrift zum Gesetz über die
Änderung von Familiennamen und Vornamen 1980 [NamÄndVwV] para 67. In fact, the German Constitutional
Court ruled in 2008 that, despite the aforementioned administrative rule, parents have the right to give their child a
non-gendered first name. See: 1 BvR 576/07.
26
Jacob
Palme,
‘Swedish
Social
Security
Numbers’
(6
August
1998)
<https://people.dsv.su.se/~jpalme/society/swedish-social-security-no.html> accessed 22 May 2018.
27
Another way to show the legal gender assignment on identity cards is to give the cards another look depending on
one’s gender. For example, only in 2016, Turkey ended the policy to issue blue IDs for men and pink IDs for
women. See: ‘Distribution of Biometric Turkish ID Cards Begins’ Hürriyet Daily News
<http://www.hurriyetdailynews.com/distribution-of-biometric-turkish-id-cards-begins-96822> accessed 7 June 2018.
28
Interview with Sanjar Kurmanov (30 May 2018).
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gender identity as a private issue, for example comparable to the experience of being catholic or
Muslim, and not wanting to disclose it through identification documents can concern everybody,
including trans and cis persons (e.g. intersex persons who identify with the gender assigned to
them at birth but whose gender expression and/or physical appearance do not conform to
normative gender expectations). Being officially identified with one gender can feel like being
put into a “box”, which restricts one in developing their identities, expressions and behaviors
freely. The aforementioned Dutch study’s authors, Marjolein van den Brink and Jet Tigchelaar,
argue in this context that gender should be considered more and more as a sensitive personal
identity marker and one covered by data protection laws. 29 The latter is echoed by Transgender
Europe in its Position Paper on Gender Markers, published in 2018..30
Consequently, one way of reducing the dissemination and collection of personal gender
information would be to expand privacy protection laws in order to include gender information.
For example, the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), in force since 25 May 2018,
prohibits that a number of personal identity markers, which could lead to discrimination or other
negative consequences, are revealed. The protected identity features do not cover gender but
include racial or ethnic origin, political opinions, religious beliefs, trade union membership,
health condition, sex life and sexual orientation.31 The general prohibition of processing this
sensitive data is subject to various exceptions, such as when the subject concerned provides
explicit consent and if the processing is necessary for safeguarding the rights of the subject or
another person (e.g. regarding social protection), for substantial public interest, for scientific or
statistical purposes and for reasons of public health. 32 These exceptions would ensure that if
gender was also a sensitive personal identity marker, it could still be used for collecting gender
disaggregated data, affirmative action and the safeguarding of rights and services.

29

Marjolein van den Brink and Jet Tigchelaar, ‘Gender Identity and Registration of Sex by Public Authorities’
(2015) 2 European Equality Law Review 29, 40.
30
TGEU (n 11).
31
Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of
natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data, and repealing
Directive 95/46/EC (General Data Protection Regulation) Preamble 75, Art. 9(1).
32
ibid Art. 9(2).
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Reducing the dissemination and recording of gender information in the Netherlands does not in
itself abolish the civil status registration of (binary) genders. For certain purposes, for instance
when people come in contact with gender-specific laws (e.g. affirmative action laws or prison
allocations), one’s legal gender as registered in the civil registry matters. 33 However, if gender is
less important for official identification purposes, it could become also less relevant for the
organization of society in general, such as concerning the education of children (e.g. genderdivided games). This could benefit society at large, especially children, since they could develop
their own personalities, including identity, expressions, sexual orientations and interests, with
fewer constraining gender norms.

1.2. The rationale of having gender markers on IDs
As mentioned above, the ICAO prescribes the mentioning of gender markers, expressed in form
of an F, M or X, on international travel documents in its guidelines.34 In a review conducted in
2012, the ICAO addressed the question whether these guidelines on displaying gender on
passports are still necessary in the time of biometric and electronic travel documents.35 It
concluded that the costs of removing the requirement to include gender markers on passports
outweighs the benefits. Nevertheless, it also held that “there is still a significant opportunity for
ICAO in changing the mandatory requirement in the future”36. This means that countries wishing
to eliminate gender markers from passports can lobby the ICAO to revise its guidelines. 37

33

An exception to this is the law establishing parenthood of trans women in the Netherlands. The legal parental role
of trans women becoming a biological parent is not derived from their legal gender but their reproductive functions.
This results in the situation that a trans woman who is registered with the female gender in the civil registry and who
begets a child is officially registered as the child’s father and not as mother. On the contrary, trans men recognized
with their self-identified gender and giving birth to a child are registered as the child’s father in the Netherlands. See:
Marjolein van den Brink and Jet Tigchelaar, ‘The Equality of the (Non) Trans-Parent: Women Who Father Children’
in Marjolein van den Brink, Susanne Burri and Jenny Goldschmidt (eds), Equality and human rights nothing but
trouble? Liber amicorum Titia Loenen (Netherlands Institute of Human Rights 2015).
34
International Civil Aviation Organization (n 19) 14.
35
International Civil Aviation Organization, ‘A Review of the Requirement to Display the Holder’s Gender on
Travel Document’ (ICAO 2012) TAG/MRTD/21-IP/4 20/11/12.
36
ibid 5.1.
37
Interview with Köhler (n 25).
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The ICAO review states in several instances that gender markers on passports are used to identify
passengers.38 A similar review conducted by the UK Passport Office also stresses that gender is
used as an identification criterion, 39 namely, that a gender marker is expected to provide
information about a person’s gender identity and gender expression. However, a person’s gender
marker, and gender identity, or expression do not necessarily “match” in a binary logic and it
would be cisnormative to assume they always do. This point is problematic for many trans and
intersex persons, as well as for cis persons whose gender expression does not conform to
normative gender expectations. They should not depend on the perceptions and bias of the
officers in charge of evaluating those documents. Thus, using gender as identification criteria
polices and scrutinizes any gender non-conforming person and does not take into account that
gender expression is malleable and interpreted differently according to period and space.
Functions of biometric and electronic travel documents, such as facial recognition, fingerprint
recognition and iris recognition, constitute alternative means to gender for identifying persons.
Yet, facial recognition can be equally problematic for people transitioning. In addition,
fingerprint and iris recognition must also be subject to data protection restrictions, since storing
people’s fingerprints and iris patterns together with information on gender markers as displayed
on their passports can expose persons who change their gender marker to scrutiny. For example,
the US stores the fingerprints alongside information on gender markers of people entering the
country. This means that the data recorded in the US electronic system and connected to the
fingerprints of a person who has changed the legal gender and/or name and who is re-entering the
US will not match the information presented on the person’s passport. 40 Thus, if used for
identification purposes, biometric information should not be recorded in connection with
information on people’s gender marker.
Additionally, including gender information on health cards does not necessarily indicate the sexspecific services a person might be in need of. In fact, connecting the provision of health services
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to one’s legally-registered gender creates difficulties for trans and intersex in several European
countries. For example, intersex persons who are legally registered as male have faced difficulties
in accessing sex-specific healthcare for women (e.g. visits to gynaecologists) in countries such as
Germany and Belgium. In other countries, such as France, the provision of health care services
seems to be unconnected to one’s legal gender but rather to one’s corporal needs. 41 The issue here
is not necessarily whether health cards display gender markers but whether the reimbursement of
gender-specific health care services is dependent upon a person’s legal gender. The fact that some
countries, such as Austria, contain no gender information on health cards, additionally exhibits
that gender markers on health cards are, indeed, largely unnecessary.
The British review regarding gender information on passports also claims that gender markers are
helpful in choosing the correct pronouns and titles in official communication (e.g. Ms, Mr), as
well as to ensure that body searches at borders and airports are carried-out by a person of the
same gender.42 Once again the assumption is that legal gender markers always correlate with
one’s self-identified and lived gender. In addition, it goes on to show how important it is that an
elimination of gender markers from IDs goes hand in hand with a more profound reconsideration
of the usage of gender for official purposes. This would entail rendering official communications
gender-neutral, as is currently the case in some Dutch cities. It would also entail ensuring that a
traveler’s self-identified gender counts for choosing the person conducting a body search, as
opposed to a person’s legal gender.
The British Passport Office states further that another rationale for keeping gender markers on
British passports is that they can ensure people’s access to gender-specific services as well as
serve as a legal gender verification proof for trans persons. In some instances, gender markers on
IDs can indeed assist people in securing access to gender-divided spaces and services. 43 For
example, trans women, who are legally recognized with their self-identified gender, could rely on
their IDs in case they will be denied access to women-only spaces, such as changing rooms in
private swimming pools.

A comprehensive
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discrimination on the grounds of gender identity and gender expression in any field, and which
codifies trans’ persons’ right to access spaces and services on a self-determined basis, would only
partially rectify this situation due to the practical obstacles one faces when claiming rights
through court procedures. Suing the private service provider, which, for the most part, entails a
lengthy and costly court proceeding, would not provide immediate relief to the denial of access,
and, therefore, would not provide an adequate short-term solution.
Incidentally, another issue discussed by the UK review concerns the argument that gender
markers on passports might be necessary for proof of one’s legal gender with regards to laws
creating a distinction among people based on their gender. 44 However, in countries with a
functioning civil registry, which is arguably the case in all member states of the CoE, proving
one’s legal gender could be performed by relying on the gender entry in the civil registry.
Consequently, using an ID or passport as proof of one’s legal gender would not be necessary.
Finally, in its review, the ICAO also discussed the issue of gender markers on passports being
helpful to the collection of gender disaggregated data regarding travelers. 45 This data can be
useful for recognizing gender inequalities in personal mobility and movement.

1.3. Conclusions
The Netherlands and a few other countries are becoming progressively aware of the distressing
effects gender markers can have for gender non-conforming persons whose gender markers do
not “match” their gender expression by binary logic. This is why some scholars and activists
began to call out for privacy-protection laws intended to also cover the personal characteristics of
gender. 46 At the same time, gender markers on identity cards can at times be utilized as a
practical tool to secure access to gender-divided services and spaces, especially for trans and
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intersex persons.47 While countries can freely decide whether they want to remove gender
information from various kinds of identity cards, they are still required to include gender markers
in the form of F, M or X on passports under current ICAO guidelines. 48

2. Third gender markers on identification documents
Some countries around the world have introduced the possibility of changing the legal gender
marker to an X on certain IDs, while still keeping binary genders in the civil registry. This means
people can display an X on their IDs, at times also including the passport, yet their binary gender
registered in the civil registry count for the gender-specific rights and duties’ allocation (e.g.
marriage, military conscription etc.). In this sense, these countries have not introduced a “third”
legal gender for all legal purposes but for identification purposes alone. The X marker could
provide relief to non-binary person, persons not identifying with any gender at all and persons
currently transitioning.
As discussed later on, it is crucial that X markers are accessible on a self-determined basis,
without having to fulfil restrictive requirements. They must also not be assigned forcefully on
anybody, who does not explicitly wish to obtain an X marker.
Malta and Denmark are, so far, the sole European countries to allow X markers on IDs. Denmark
introduced the X marker alongside a gender-recognition reform in 2014, with Malta following
suit in September 2017.49 Some non-European countries and regions allow X markers on
identification documents,50 which, at times, signifies that these countries have introduced nonbinary legal gender for all legal purposes, as will be discussed in the next chapter. In the United
Kingdom, a person identifying as “non-gendered” has fought for a passport bearing an X marker
for 20 years. This person’s appeal against the government’s refusal to issue such a passport ended
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up at the High Court, which declined the appeal in June 2018.51 The presiding judge at the High
Court did recognize that the non-issuance of passports with X markers infringes the applicant’s
right to private life, as protected under Article 8 of the ECHR. However, he considered this
infringement as proportionate and as serving the legitimate aim of ensuring an administratively
coherent system of gender recognition and maintaining security. 52 In addition, he doubted the
emotional value of changing the gender marker to an X on passports for “non-gendered” persons,
since other documents, including the birth certificate, would continue to reflect binary genders. 53
The X marker is by far the most common non-binary gender marker on identity cards, but some
countries also provide other third letters. For example, Nepal allows an O, standing for “other”,
as gender marker, while T, referring to “transgender”, can be displayed on Indian passports. 54
Some non-binary activists in Europe, such as in Ireland, wish to have the marker NB for nonbinary on identification documents.55 The problem with non-binary gender markers other than X
is that they are not internationally recognized by current ICAO guidelines. Other countries are
therefore not required to accept travel documents with gender markers other than F, M or X.
Most countries who introduced X marker, such as Canada and New Zealand,56 or non-binary
gender categories for all legal purposes, such as Australia and India,57 are common-law countries.
One reason for this could be that common-law countries do not usually have one central registry,
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where personal status information is stored, but obtain different records for different purposes,
such as for passports and birth certificates respectively. Civil-law countries, on the other hand,
have usually one central registry, which provides all other public systems (e.g. universities,
insurances) with personal status information. 58 It is, therefore, arguably easier for common-law
countries to allow a change of gender marker to an X on one identification document while
leaving the gender marker unchanged on another document, or, conversely, in the civil registry.
Nonetheless, the example of Malta and Denmark, both not common-law countries, shows that
civil and mixed legal systems can as well find ways to allow a gender marker on identification
documents which is different from the one recorded in the civil registry. Germany further
provides the option to receive a passport with a (binary) gender marker other than the one noted
in the civil registry, if the person concerned has changed their first name but not (yet) their legal
gender. 59 This ensures that persons can travel with a gender marker which is correspondent to
their gender identity/expression.

2.1. The X marker in Malta
Effective May 2018, nine months after the introduction of the X marker in Malta, two persons
changed their gender marker to an X on their IDs, with one of these two persons doing so on their
passport as well. In principle, people in Malta are required to have the same gender marker on all
their documents, which is why it is surprising that only one person has changed the gender
marker to an X on their passport, while two person have done so for the ID. The reason for this
could be that one of the two persons concerned does not have a passport. If the gender marker is
changed on one document, it is still not changed automatically on another, and it is up to the
applicants to pursue this action in two offices, one for passports and one for IDs, respectively,
albeit both located in the same building. 60 In addition to IDs and passports, residence permits can
also exhibit an X marker, while Maltese drivers’ licenses continue to display no gender
58
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information at all. The only requirement for changing the gender marker on a passport, identity
card and/or residence permits it by taking an oath in the presence of a notary in addition to
filling-out the application form.61
The X in Malta stands for “undeclared”, meaning referring not to a “third” gender but to the nonregistration of a gender. The change to an X marker on IDs in Malta does not impact the gender
marker on the birth certificate, which becomes relevant when a person with an X marker comes
across a gender-differentiating law. However, not many laws in Malta differentiate according to
gender. 62 When it comes to sex-specific healthcare services, persons with X markers might
experience similar problems than trans and intersex persons with binary gender markers, such as
not being able access certain services that do not correspond to their gender marker (e.g.
gynecologist visits for trans men). 63 This is why it is crucial for anti-discrimination laws to cover
gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics in all spheres of life, including public
and private actions. Malta’s Gender Identity, Gender Expression and Sex Characteristics Act
(2015) (hereinafter GIGESC Act) explicitly prohibits any form of discrimination based on gender
identity, and, furthermore, holds that public services “must promote equality of opportunity to all,
irrespective of sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics” 64. In
addition, the Maltese MEAE is currently working on “Sex and Gender Guidelines”, which will
proposedly serve as an information material source for public and private institutions.65
No significant changes in the Maltese civil registry system were needed for introducing the X
marker, since the option to register children’s gender as “undetermined” already existed before. 66
Thus, “U” in civil registries now stands either for “undetermined”, in case of children, or
“unspecified”, in case of adults who change the legal gender to an X. Both are expressed as an X
marker on identification documents, as “U” would not be recognized by the ICAO. The 2015
GIGESC Act made it further mandatory for all public institutions to provide the gender category
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“other”, standing for “undetermined” and now also “unspecified”, next to “female” and “male”
on official forms.67
The situation in Denmark is relatively similar to the one in Malta but the effectiveness of an X
marker is reduced due to the Danish social security number which continues to reflect a binary
gender in its last digit (even digits stand for female and odd digits for male gender). Since 2014,
adults in Denmark can change the gendered digit of their social security number from odd to even
without fulfilling any requirements, except for a six-month waiting period.68 However, the social
security number of persons with an X marker on their ID or passport continues to display a binary
gender in its last digit. 69

2.2. Implications on cross-border movements
As stated above, the X on passports is an officially-recognized gender marker by the ICAO and
should therefore be accepted by all 192 ICAO member states. Nonetheless, some policy makers
and activists have expressed concern that, in practice, some countries discriminate against people
with X markers on passports at borders and, conversely, when considering visa applications. 70
Indeed, some persons with X markers have reported obstacles at border controls 71 and the
Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade of Australia’s website warns that travelers with X
markers could face difficulties when attempting to enter another country. 72 Members of the
Khawaja Sira community in Pakistan have expressed fear that Saudi Arabia would not allow
them entering the country for religious pilgrims in case they have a third legal gender. In fact,
already Khawaja Sira with binary legal genders face difficulties in travelling to Saudi Arabia and
in performing religious rituals according to the gender they usually practice religion, which, in
67
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fact, are mainly rituals performed by men. 73 While these accounts show that persons with X
markers have encountered obstacles in travelling in some countries, there are also reports of
persons with X markers travelling to other countries, like to the United Kingdom, without
experiencing any problems.74 Thus, whether persons with X markers in travel documents face
any difficulties in cross-border movements likely depends on the country concerned as well as
the personal attitudes of the security personnel at the border controls. Furthermore, more research
is needed to better understand whether persons with X markers in passports make the same or
other experiences with invasive body searches and prolonged interrogations than binary trans and
intersex persons. 75
One major difficulty that persons travelling with an X marker on passports face concerns the
check-in at airline companies since many electronic reservation software do not provide nonbinary gender options. Many also require choosing among binary titles, such as Mr or Ms/Mrs,
unless they provide a gender-neutral option (e.g. Dr) or the option to state no title.76 Having a
non-binary gender marker on a passport can have additional implications on visa applications.
Even more so is the case when the marker is not X but a third letter, one not recognized by the
ICAO. For example, there have been reports that visa applications to the U.S. by a person from
India with a T (standing for “transgender”) on their passport could not be processed since the
electronic system did not provide any gender option available other than F and M. The applicant
in question therefore ticked the box F, which led to a data discrepancy on the visa application and
passport alike. 77 Nonetheless, the fact that non-binary gender markers do not necessarily create
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difficulties for a visa application is shown by the story of a Nepalese activist, who travelled with
the gender marker O, referring to “other”, on their passport to several countries in Asia. 78
One way for countries to ensure that people with an X marker on travel documents could travel
without facing major obstacles and discrimination is to issue two passports, one with an X marker
and one with a binary gender. Malta provides this possibility. 79 Countries introducing an X
gender marker could also officially inform other countries about this measure by ways of sending
diplomatic notices to foreign governments or addressing the issue in multilateral organs, of the
likes of the ICAO, the CoE and the EU.

2.3. Conclusions
Some countries, like Malta and Denmark, have introduced the possibility to exchange the binary
gender marker with an X on identity cards, including passports, while keeping binary genders on
birth certificates and, accordingly, in the birth registry. 80 This means that in cases where the
access to a certain service, such as health care or rights, is connected to one’s legal gender, the
gender registered in the birth registry counts, while the X marker on ID cards is irrelevant.
Having an X marker on passports can create some difficulties for travel, specifically since many
airline companies provide binary options only for filling-out the gender information or titles. 81
Some persons with a non-binary gender marker on passports other than X, like T in the case of an
Indian passport, have also reported difficulties in receiving a visa since many electronic visa
applications do not recognize non-binary gender markers. 82 At the same time, there are also
reports of persons travelling with non-binary gender markers on passports, like O or X, without
facing any problems when entering other countries.83 Thus, non-binary gender markers on travel
documents do not create any problems per se in cross-border movements, but countries can
nonetheless prevent possible complications for their nationals by allowing persons to hold two
78
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passports, one with a binary gender marker and one with a non-binary one, informing foreign
governments about X markers and pushing for multilateral agreements.

3. Non-binary legal gender categories for all legal purposes
Several countries and regions around the word have already introduced non-binary gender
categories for all legal purposes. These include jurisdictions like Australia (2015) 84, Bangladesh
(2013)85, California (2017) 86, India (2014)87, Nepal (2007)88, New York (2016)89, Ontario
(2018)90 and Pakistan (2009)91. While non-binary categories in most of these jurisdictions are
open for all persons whose gender identity is neither female nor male, some seem to restrict
access to intersex persons. For example, body characteristics which do not fit the typical
84
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definition of female and male seem to be crucial for being legally recognized as hijra, often
called, and not entirely correctly, “third genders”, in Bangladesh. 92
Most of the above-mentioned jurisdictions still demand the fulfilment of some restrictive
requirements prior to allowing people to change their legal gender. For example, in Ontario, trans
persons, including non-binary persons, must provide statements from psychologists in order to
access gender recognition procedures 93 and “sex affirmation procedures”, which include
sterilization, are mandatory in Australia for this said purpose.94 California, on the other hand,
simplified its gender recognition procedure at the same time by introducing non-binary legal
genders in 2017. It now allows people to change their legal gender unconditionally, demanding
only the submission of an affidavit stating that the change has no fraudulent intentions. 95
Depending on the country, receiving identification documents with a non-binary gender marker
can also be subject to practical obstacles and malfunctioning bureaucracies. For example, despite
the recognition of “transgender persons’ right to decide their self-identified gender”96 in India,
Indian civil registries still often deny trans persons, including hijra, the provision of identity
cards which display their self-identified gender.97 Thus, ensuring that the legal recognition of
gender identities outside the binary not only remains a promise on paper but becomes reality
demands the implementation of quick, easily-accessible, and transparent gender recognition
procedures based on self-determination.
International law, including European law, has barely recognized the existence of gender
identities outside the two mutually-exclusive boxes, namely women and men. An exception to
this is the Inter-American Court of Human Rights, which recognized in an Advisory Opinion,
published January 2018, that “some people do not identify themselves as either male or female or
92
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identify themselves as both”98. The Court further stipulated that, according to the American
Convention on Human Rights (ACHR), “those who identify themselves with diverse gender
identities must be recognized as such” 99; hence, acknowledging the right of non-binary persons to
be officially recognized with their gender identity. Even though the Court’s jurisdiction is limited
to its member states in the Americas and the ACHR differs from European human rights treaties,
the Court’s reasoning could still serve as an example for European courts when being addressed
with related issues in the future.

As further discussed in 3.1.3, EU gender equality law, including judgments by the Court of
Justice of the European Union (CJEU), relies particularly on binary language. When it comes to
the Council of Europe institutions, the European Court of Human Rights (ECtHR) has never been
confronted with a claim for recognition by a non-binary person, but it’s worth mentioning that the
Parliamentary Assembly of the CoE called in a resolution on discrimination against transgender
persons upon its member states to “consider including a third gender option in identity documents
for those who seek it” 100 in 2015. Similarly, in 2017, a resolution on intersex persons’ rights
recommends that a range of gender registration options should be made available, including some
for persons who identify neither as female nor as male. 101 The Commissioner for Human Rights
of the CoE and the Fundamental Rights Agency of the EU have also spoken out for reconsidering
the binary gender model for the registration of intersex persons.102

Principle 31 of the

Yogyakarta Principles +10 calls out for the availability of multiple options of gender markers,
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next to limiting the registration of gender on identity cards and as part of the civil status
registration.103

3.1. The German developments concerning non-binary legal gender categories
The introduction of non-binary gender categories is also discussed in several European countries.
The most successful example so far is a petition by Vanja, an intersex person in Germany, who
embarked on demanding the right to be registered with the gender category “inter/divers” at a
civil registry office in the town Gehrden. The case ended up at the German Constitutional Court,
which held in November 2017 that the current binary gender registration in Germany is
unconstitutional and that the German legislators must rectify the current non-binary persons’
discrimination by the end of 2018. 104 While the exact modelling of the law is up to the legislators,
the Court provided two possible scenarios for implementing its verdict: First, Germany could
introduce a “third” non-binary legal gender category next to the existing two categories. And,
second, it could abolish the registration of gender for civil status purposes altogether and for
everybody. 105
Shortly before the German Constitutional Court’s verdict in 2017, the GIHR released a report
written by request of the German Federal Ministry for Family Affairs, Senior Citizens, Women
and Youth (hereinafter “Ministry of Family”), in which it already proposed the recognition of
non-binary persons.106 The report included a draft amendment to the German personal status law,
which, in turn, would introduce a non-binary gender category titled “other gender” 107 and make
one’s legal gender registration optional for children and adults alike. The Ministry of Family
103
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requested the report with the aim to inform the inter-ministerial working group on “Inter- and
Transsexual people”108, established to discuss necessary legislative reforms with other relevant
ministries. 109 Since the ministries involved could, apparently, find no consensus regarding the
necessary changes, the Ministry of Family published its own position, advocating the
introduction of another legal gender category among other reforms shortly before the last
parliamentary elections in Germany in 2017. 110
The mandate for drafting the German personal status law amendment in the course of 2018, as a
result of the Constitutional Court’s verdict, lies with the Ministry of Interior, currently led by the
conservative party Christian Social Union in Bavaria (CSU). The law must thenceforth be
adopted by the German Bundestag (“Federal Parliament”) and the German Bundesrat (“Federal
Council”) before entering into force. 111

3.1.1. Demands concerning the amendment of the German personal status law
The media disclosed in early-May 2018, that the Ministry of Interior completed a first draft for
the amendment of the personal status law, which foresees the introduction of a “third” gender
category only accessible to intersex persons, who must provide medical attestations proving that
they are intersex. In addition, the draft law would name the new gender category “weiteres”112,
which translates into “additional” or “other” in English. 113 These elements all contradict the
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demands made for the law by local interest groups representing non-binary persons, like the
Dritte Option, which supported Vanja’s lawsuit, and Aktion Standesamt. 114 Both Dritte Option
and Aktion Standesamt clearly request a law that is open for all non-binary persons, be they
intersex or not, which is not linked to any medical assessments. 115 Dritte Option further argues
that the exact wording of the new category should be the decision of each individual. If this is not
possible, it should be titled “divers”, and individuals should be able to add a second positive term
so that a person’s gender marker could say, for example, divers/inter or divers/variant.116 Moritz
from the Dritte Option confirmed media reports that the Ministry of Interior has not consulted
with any interest groups representing non-binary persons for the drafting of the law. 117
The Dritte Option also officially endorsed the GIHR proposal which foresees the introduction of
a non-binary legal gender category and making gender registration generally optional. The
proposal further holds that children above the age of 14 can request a change of legal gender
autonomously, while prior to this age they should still require their parents’ approval. If parents
do not approve the change for their under-14-years-old children, a family court can be called
upon to decide on behalf of the child. 118
Creating the new legal gender category open for all non-binary persons in Germany, whether
intersex or not, is significant since it rejects the wrongful assumption that one’s body determines
one’s (legal) gender. Allowing the access of a non-binary gender category only to intersex
persons or persons who underwent certain gender affirmation treatment has been also described
as actually strengthening the gender binary. For example, Gina Wilson argued in this context that
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“a third sex category can be seen as a way of purifying the existing two sexes by allowing people
who are anatomically ‘impure” to be assigned otherwise” 119. This statement refers to a verdict in
New South Wales, Australia, granting the applicant Norrie the right to change the legal gender to
“non-specific” based on the argument that the official gender marker must reflect Norrie’s body,
which was “indeterminate” due to previous gender affirmation treatment.120 By this reasoning,
only persons with “indeterminate” bodies can access non-binary gender categories. Thus, it is
important that another gender category, in Germany and elsewhere, creates another option, one
which can be accessed by everybody but where nobody is pressured into doing so. Otherwise, the
category restricts gender diversity instead of fostering it.
Making non-binary gender category freely accessible as opposed to a forcefully-assigned
category is also crucial for trans persons who identify with binary genders. Some trans persons in
Eastern Europe and Central Asia have voiced their concern that introducing a “third” gender
category could mean they will be forcefully assigned to this category without any future option to
change their legal gender within the binary. 121 This could also have implications for their access
to healthcare since insurance companies might argue that gender affirming treatment to make the
body appearance correspond to a binary gender is not necessary anymore as trans persons are
“third” genders. 122 In fact, state officials in Central Asia have made remarks stipulating that a
“third” legal gender category could encompass all trans persons.123 The fear of misrepresentation
and forceful categorization of all trans persons as non-binary does not come out of the blue. For
example, in Bangladesh, trans persons cannot change their legal gender from F to M or vice versa
but their only option is to apply for the recognition as hijra.124 Similarly, the Draft Transgender
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Persons (Protection of Rights) Bill 2016 in India defined all trans persons as non-binary, 125 which
contradicts the NALSA judgment (2014) by the Indian High Court recognizing trans persons’ right
to self-determination.126 While the Standing Committee on social justice and empowerment
rejected the definition in 2017, it remains unclear whether and how the government will revise
the draft.127 Until the adoption of the Bill or another law clarifying the conditions under which a
person can request a legal change of gender, trans persons, including hijra, have to deal with
requirements that differ from document to document and region to region. 128

3.1.2. Necessary legislative changes
The GIHR report presents the results of a text-search of all statutory legal provisions in Germany
that are conceptually linked, directly or indirectly, to gender/sex. The inventory reveals that a
considerable amount of German laws still differentiates according to gender. Most of these
gender-specific laws are based on a binary understanding of gender, which means they exclude
persons with a legal gender category other than female or male from their scope. 129 Thus, in order
to ensure the legal certainty of persons with non-binary legal genders, it would be required to
specify their position towards these laws, or, conversely, render them gender-neutral. Relevant
German laws concern regulations on the establishment of parenthood, civil partnerships and
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marriage130, equality and non-discrimination, compensating historical disadvantages (e.g. genderspecific retirement age for people born before 1952), maternity protection, conscription to the
military and public service obligations, gender-divided sanitary rooms, gender-divided prisons
and body searches, and the procedures for recording and communicating people’s gender (e.g.
gender markers on IDs and forms). 131 The draft law for introducing another gender category in
Germany, as made public by an online newspaper, does not seem to include any legislative
changes in these areas.132
The GIHR report discusses that some laws include binary language, such as using male and
female pronouns, without creating any gender-specific legal consequences. The inclusion of
female pronouns next to male ones usually aims at making women visible to the law, since
historically only male pronouns and male-gendered terms were in use to refer to humans in
general. These binary terms do not demand an immediate replacement of terms inclusive of nonbinary gender identities but can be interpreted according to international human rights law as
encompassing all persons irrespective of their gender. In the future, however, these terms should
be progressively replaced by a gender-inclusive vocabulary. 133
The report by the GIHR proposes concrete amendments for various fields of law, including civil
law (e.g. marriage, parenthood), penal law (e.g. prisons) and gender- equality law, to ensure that
the introduction of a new gender category would not create any legal gaps and leave non-binary
persons in situations of uncertainty. It explains that some of the clarifications for binary laws can
be reached by applying the provisions by analogy to non-binary persons. An example for this
concerns the establishment of motherhood, where the law prescribes that “the mother of a child is
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the woman [emphasize added] that gives birth to it”134. German courts have clarified that a trans
man giving birth to a child is, by analogy, also considered as the legal mother. 135 This would
likely be also the case for a non-binary person giving birth to a child. 136 The easiest solution to
include all people in German parental laws and to ensure their right to self-determination is
therefore to make the law gender-neutral. The above was also proposed by the GIHR, which
recommends exchanging the terms “mother” and “father” with “parent”, and the terms “woman”
or “man” with “person” in the law concerning establishing parenthood.137
Nevertheless, not all gender-specific laws can be applied to non-binary persons by analogy and,
therefore, rendered gender-neutral. For example, German laws prescribe that body searches must
be carried-out by “the same gender” and that women and men must be accommodated in different
prison facilities.138 Applying these provisions by analogy to non-binary persons seems unrealistic,
and in part also undesirable, since it would mean that non-binary persons would need to be placed
in separate prison facilities and searched only by other non-binary persons. Thus, the GIHR
proposes amending the German penal law and policy law to guarantee that, in the case of
incarceration, non-binary persons can choose whether they want to stay in a women’s or men’s
prison, and that they will be searched by a woman or another non-binary person.139
Most countries that have introduced non-binary legal gender categories, such as Australia and
India, have done so by means of court decisions, since they are common-law countries. This has
led to a situation where non-binary gender categories were introduced without amending some of
the aforementioned gender-specific laws, consequently leaving persons with legal genders other
than female or male in situations of legal uncertainty. These uncertainties are even exacerbated in
countries with a low level of formal gender equality, where many laws still discriminate LGBTI
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persons and/or make a difference between women and men. For example, in India, it remains
unclear how legally recognized hijra and other non-binary communities are affected by so-called
“anti-sodomy laws” which prohibit homosexual intercourse as part of the colonial legacy. 140
Recent qualitative studies on the implementation of third genders in Pakistan also show that the
loss of male privileges in the Pakistani patriarchal legal system discourages members of the nonbinary Khawaja Sira community to change their legal gender from male to a “third” category. To
illustrate, adopting a “third” category means in most cases giving up inheritance rights, since men
get a higher portion of inheritance than women or “non-men” in Pakistan. 141
Australia resolved one major uncertainty for persons with non-binary genders, namely the
question whether and whom they can marry in Australia, with the adoption of the 2017 Marriage
Equality Act. Prior to the Act, marriage was “the union of a man and a woman” 142 while now it is
possible between “two people”. 143 As opposed to countries where non-binary legal gender
categories were introduced from one day to another, German legislators have time to draft a law
that considers all legislative changes which must go hand in hand with the introduction of an
additional gender category.

3.1.3. Anti-discrimination protection and equality laws
The GIHR report also showed that German anti-discrimination and gender equality law relies in
part on binary language. It therefore proposes to explicitly include gender identity, gender
expression and sex characteristics as prohibitive grounds in the German anti-discrimination law,
as well as to alter all references to “equality between men and women” with “equality between all
genders” in the main equality law. In addition, equality regulations, including affirmative action
laws, should also encompass intersex and trans persons, including non-binary persons, next to
140
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women. 144 The explicit coverage of gender identity, gender expression and sex characteristics
according to German anti-discrimination law is also important to ensure that persons with a nonbinary legal gender are not discriminated against when trying to access certain spaces (e.g.
bathrooms), services (e.g. health services) and rights (e.g. parenthood). This is intended by
Malta’s GIGESC Act (2015), which explicitly prohibits any form of discrimination based on
gender identity, as discussed above. 145
EU law on gender equality also relies largely on a binary understanding of gender and includes
binary language. For example, even though EU directive 2006/54/EC “applies to discrimination
arising from the gender reassignment”146, it focuses on equal opportunities of men and women.
Thus, taking the wording of the Directive literally would probably denote that discrimination
based on sex, as also prohibited by the EU Fundamental Rights Charter, 147 covers only those of
“female sex” or “male sex”, and trans persons that have undergone body alterations. However,
the EU Roadmap against homophobia and discrimination on grounds of sexual orientation and
gender identity states that the “the Commission should issue guidelines specifying that
transgender and intersex persons are covered under ‘sex’ in Directive 2006/54/EC” 148.
Transgender and intersex are hereby not defined in a binary way, nor is any reference made to
body alterations. In addition, the German Constitutional Court cites case-law by the CJEU149 to
argue that persons whose gender is neither female nor male are covered by anti-discrimination
protection on the grounds of “gender/sex”.150 Thus, a teleological interpretation of the reference
“gender reassignment” in EU directives and the jurisprudence of the CJEU, sidelong more recent
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developments concerning gender identity in European human rights law 151, would probably
support an inclusive application of EU anti-discrimination law covering non-binary persons.
However, as the EU roadmap clearly points out, there is a need for codifying intersex persons’
and trans persons’ right to non-discrimination, specifically one covering non-binary persons. This
will be the task of the CJEU since neither gender identity nor sex characteristics are mentioned in
EU primary law: the Treaty of Lisbon’s article 19 expressly mentions only six grounds: “sex,
racial or ethnic origin, religion or belief, disability, age or sexual orientation”.
On the other hand, the anti-discrimination protection gained from the European Convention on
Human Rights (ECHR) could be more inclusive of non-binary persons. The ECtHR clarified in
its case-law that discrimination related to “gender identity” is covered by Article 14 of the
Convention. 152 Thus, denying persons with non-binary gender identities’ rights guaranteed to
women and men by the Convention would likely be considered a discrimination. An exception to
this is the right to marry, since the Court has so far ruled that states may lawfully restrict marriage
to a union between a woman and a man.153 The accessory nature of Article 14 of the Convention,
inferring that the prohibition of discrimination applies only to rights granted by the Convention,
makes it nonetheless necessary to codify anti-discrimination protection for all trans persons,
including non-binary persons, in domestic and EU law alike. Whether “gender identity” is also
part of the anti-discrimination grounds covered by Protocol 12 of the ECHR, which provides a
general prohibition of non-discrimination, has not been clarified by the Court. However, applying
the judgments on Article 14 by analogy to Protocol 12 makes it probable that the 20 countries
that have ratified the Protocol (as of May 2018) contravene their legal obligations when allowing
for discrimination against trans persons, including non-binary ones.154 The Court has yet to
clarify whether sex characteristics is a prohibitive anti-discrimination ground by the ECHR.
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Moritz from the Dritte Option stressed further that introducing an additional gender category
demands not only legislative changes in other legal fields, as discussed above, but also the
implementation of awareness measures for sensitizing the public. 155 More specifically, schools
must be informed about the introduction of another gender category and the rights and needs of
non-binary students. Furthermore, civil registry offices must be properly informed and trained to
ensure that people do not encounter any obstacles in changing their gender to a non-binary
category. The GIHR report presents results of a civil registries’ survey, which exhibits that many
German civil registers are reluctant to register a newborn without any legal gender (further
discussed below). For example, some registers responded to birth registration documents that
leave gender markers blank by asking doctors to determine a binary gender or unnecessarily
delaying the registration. 156 As discussed above with the example of India, the provision of
identity cards showing gender markers other than female or male also depends on the proper
implementation of a country’s law by bureaucratic institutions such as civil registers. Thus, in
order to ensure that non-binary persons in Germany do not face the same reluctance or lack of
understanding on the part of civil registers when requesting a change of their legal gender, civil
registers need to be properly informed and trained accordingly.

3.1.4. Implications on cross-border movements
Another important aspect that German legislators must consider is how can the security and
safety of persons with non-binary legal gender be secured when traveling and residing in other
countries. In addition to the problems one can encounter with an X marker on passports, as
aforementioned, the introduction of non-binary legal genders for all legal purposes creates other
problems such as: How are non-binary legal genders recognized in other countries? What is the
legal position of persons with non-binary legal genders when coming in contact with genderspecific laws in other countries? For example, in Latvia, whom can they marry where the
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Constitution holds that marriage is “a union between a man and a woman” 157? Answering these
questions is mainly an issue of private international law, which aims to resolve disputes between
private entities crossing international borders. Considering our example above, it would mean
that Latvian private international law rules would determine how a person with a non-binary legal
gender is recognized in Latvia and whom they could consequently marry.
Malta is, to my knowledge, the only country so far that explicitly recognizes a “gender marker
other than male or female, or the absence thereof, recognized by a competent foreign court or
responsible authority”158. As discussed by Susanne Lilian Goessl, some other jurisdictions have
rules on whether they recognize a change of legal gender conducted in another country, which,
depending on their wording, might also apply to non-binary genders.159 For example, Goessl
argues that Ireland could likely recognize non-binary gender categories from other countries
since the Irish Gender Recognition Act holds that it recognizes the change of legal gender abroad
as long as it was legal in all other jurisdictions concerned. 160
Van den Brink and Tigchelaar discuss what happens in cases where no specific rules in private
international law on gender recognition exists. What would happen if a person with the gender
“non-specific” from Australia moves to the Netherlands? Would the Netherlands recognize the
person’s legal gender? The first step to determine the answer to this question would be to identify
the jurisdiction that governs gender determination in this case. In the Netherlands, the law on
gender recognition, the Dutch Transgender Act, considers an applicant’s nationality as the basic
principle governing the application. This has been interpreted as implicitly endorsing the
“nationality principle” as the one determining gender registration in cases of private international
law disputes. Thus, it is the domestic law of a person’s country of nationality that is applicable.
For our example this would mean that the Netherlands would recognize the gender “non-specific”
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of Australian nationals and would register them with an X in the Dutch registry of residents. 161
Gender determination in cross-border cases depends therefore on the private international law
rules of the country concerned. Every case requires a specific analysis of applicable law in itself
and only future practice will show how non-binary legal gender categories are recognized by
other countries abroad.
Uncertainties to the legal situation of persons with non-binary persons abroad are in particular
prevalent in countries with a high level of formal gender inequality and where many laws make a
distinction between women and men. Laws that discriminate between women and men in certain
countries include inheritance rights, labor rights and the right to pass on the nationality to
children and spouses.
The recognition of civil status from foreign countries not only concerns gender but also other
personal markers, like marital status and date of birth. The International Commission on Civil
Status (ICCS) was founded after WWII as an intergovernmental organization with the goal to
foster cooperation among European countries on the exchange of information and recognition of
civil status documents (e.g. birth certificates). In 1999, it adopted the “Convention on the
recognition of decisions recording a sex reassignment”, which entered into force in 2000 and was
intended to ensure the recognition of changes of legal gender among European countries.
However, the Convention reflects harmful assumptions of gender recognition, arguing that a
country must only recognize a change of legal gender done abroad if physical “adaptations” were
also conducted.162 This, along with the low number of countries ratifying the Convention
(referring only to Spain and the Netherlands), 163 makes the Convention an unusable instrument
for fostering gender recognition among European countries. And yet, it shows that multilateral
agreements are worth considering for ensuring the recognition of non-binary gender categories
outside Germany. These could be done under the framework of the CoE or the EU, which is
seemingly more effective than the ICCS, consisting of 15 member states only.
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In addition to multilateral lobbying, it is important that countries’ authorities inform their
LGBTIQ community about possible challenges they might encounter in other countries, such as
when travelling with X markers on passports. As discussed above, the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade of Australia provides some information on travelling with X markers on its
website. The German Ministry of Foreign Affairs usually provides information regarding the
legal situation and societal acceptance of LGBTI persons in other countries, which needs to be
complemented with information on the acceptance of X markers on passports. Two other
aformentioned ways can ease the travel of persons with non-binary legal genders. First, countries
can issue two passports, one with a binary gender marker and one with a non-binary one. And
second, countries can officially inform other countries about the introduction of non-binary
gender categories through a diplomatic note.

3.1.5. Social effects of non-binary legal gender categories
The ruling by the German Constitutional Court has undoubtedly already increased the visibility
of non-binary persons. Most German and many European and international media outlets
reported on it, an action which initiated a European discourse on the insufficiency and
oppressiveness of the gender binary. For example, Richard Köhler, Deputy Executive Director of
Transgender Europe, explained that the Berlin Equality Body was approached by other
institutions asking for information on how to include non-binary gender options on forms and
contracts following the ruling. 164 The UK study on non-binary persons further shows that nonbinary persons are often affected by mental health problems and low self-esteem due to their lack
of social visibility and legal recognition. 165 Legal recognition could provide some relief to this.
The judges at the Indian Supreme Court recognizing hijra also aimed to reduce the societal
marginalization of hijra, who are disproportionally affected by poverty, by publicly recognizing
them as legitimate legal subjects with constitutional rights. 166 However, the abovementioned
example of Pakistani Khawaja Sira, who largely keep their M marker instead of changing it to a
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“third” category, shows that the symbolic benefits of non-binary gender categories are low if they
can result in the loss of rights (e.g. inheritance rights) and precarious access to services.
Another positive aspect of recognizing that female and male gender categories are insufficient in
describing the variety of existing gender identities is that it could enhance a process of depathologization and de-medicalization of intersex bodies. This could, in turn, reduce the number
of genital surgeries currently performed on intersex children.
On the other hand, some people are skeptical whether introducing a “third” gender category
solves the problem that each legal gender category creates normative exclusions and demarcates
boundaries between “legitimate” and “illegitimate” identities. The diversity of non-binary
persons makes it unlikely that all non-binary gender identities can be subsumed under one “third”
category. 167 In addition, non-binary legal gender categories do not per se recognize that some
people identify with multiple gender categories, do not identity with any gender or do not want to
reveal it to the public.

3.2. Other European developments concerning non-binary legal gender categories
In addition to Germany, other European countries have also been confronted with court cases
where individuals demand their right to be legally registered with a non-binary legal gender. One
case in France seemed to be initially successful since, in 2015, the District Court of Tours
decided that the plaintiff can change the legal gender to “sexe neutre”. 168 The Appeal Court of
Orléans, however, revised this decision and declared that only binary genders can be registered in
the civil status registry. This position was supported by the Court de Cassation, which ended the
case by rejecting the plaintiff’s demand in May 2017.169 International media initially reported the
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plaintiff’s plans to continue the fight for a non-binary gender category in front of the ECtHR,170
yet no public information indicates that the plaintiff ended-up submitting a complaint at the
ECtHR within the mandatory six months period following the last domestic decision.
Likewise, an Austrian case, where an intersex person appealed the decision to deny the change of
legal gender to the category “inter” by a civil registry office, ended up at the Austrian
Constitutional Court. Since the Constitutional Court nursed some concerns regarding the
constitutionality of the Austrian binary gender registration, it initiated a judicial review procedure
in March 2018.171 The results of the judicial review, published in late June 2018, confirmed that
the current Austrian Personal Status law does not limit the public gender registration to binary
options but must be interpreted to allow for the registration of a gender category other than
female or male. 172 The decision further held that nobody can be forcefully assigned to a legal
gender category and that persons with “legitimate reasons” may remain without any legally
registered gender.173 The Court did not determine the exact terms for a “third” gender category
but mentioned “diverse”, “inter” or “open” as possibilities. 174 The judgment did further not
clarify the requirements and procedure necessary for accessing the new gender category; thus, it
remains unclear whether it will be open to intersex and non-intersex persons alike. These
important details need to be determined by future action of the legislators or civil registries
themselves.175
Another relevant court ruling in 2018 concerns a decision by the Dutch Limburg District Court in
Roermond allowing an intersex person to receive a birth certificate noting “undetermined
gender”. 176 The verdict is based on 1:19(d) of the Dutch Civil Law, further discussed in 4.2.2,
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which says that intersex children whose sex is “doubtful” shall receive a birth certificate with
“undetermined gender”. The legal effects of this decision are not entirely clear since it could still
be appealed by the Dutch government and other lower courts are not bound to follow the
example. 177 It remains further ambiguous whether and how the decisions could affect nonintersex persons who wish to be registered with a non-binary gender category.
Whereas, thus far, all European examples discussed concern intersex persons challenging the
binary gender registration, non-intersex trans persons who identify with a non-binary gender have
also embarked on demanding their legal recognition in various European countries. For example,
one individual petitioned the Irish Department of Social Protection to be recognized as nonbinary in the civil registry. This request was rejected but will most likely be appealed by means
of a court procedure.178
In November 2017, the Scottish government came up with an announcement considering equal
recognition of

non-binary persons by passing a statutory law altering the current gender

recognition procedure.179 A public consultation process concerning a reform of the gender
recognition law, also including a discussion on non-binary legal gender categories, terminated in
March 2018. Scotland can pass a law on gender recognition independently from the UK
government since it is in its legal capacity to issue its own birth certificates. In spite of this, since
the UK government retains the authority over the issue of passports and some IDs, it is unclear
whether persons with non-binary legal genders recognized in Scotland could also receive these
IDs and passports with X markers. The latter depends upon whether the UK would recognize the
non-binary legal gender categories originating in Scotland. 180

3.3. Conclusions
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Over the past few decades various countries and regions have introduced non-binary legal gender
categories for all legal purposes. 181 Many of these jurisdictions, however, still demand applicants
to fulfil restrictive requirements before allowing them to change their legal gender to a nonbinary category. 182 Germany is currently in the process of implementing the ruling passed by the
Constitutional Court in November 2017, which orders German legislators to address the legal
invisibility of non-binary persons. 183 As reported by the media, the German Ministry of Interior
compiled together a draft law that, once implemented, would allow intersex persons to change
their legal gender to the category “additional/other” upon receipt of medical attestations. 184 As
discussed further in 4.2.2, the draft law would further amend paragraph 22(3) of the German
personal status law to require that intersex newborns are either registered without any legal
gender or with the category “additional/other” in the civil registry. 185
This draft contradicts the demands by intersex and trans rights activists in Germany, who
advocate for a freely-accessible gender category for intersex and non-intersex persons alike
without the requirement for any mandatory provision of medical certificates and without being
forcibly assigned to intersex newborns. In addition, the wording of the new category should not
be stigmatizing or othering, of the likes of “additional/other”, but an inclusive and positive term,
like “diverse”. 186 Once the German legislators decide to introduce a “third” legal gender category,
it must also amend other laws that differentiate according to gender, like family law, in order to
avoid any legal uncertainties and gaps. In addition, German anti-discrimination law should
explicitly cover discrimination on the grounds of gender identity, gender expression and sex
characteristic in order to ensure nobody is discriminated based on a non-binary legal gender.187
An effective anti-discrimination law is, however, insufficient in preventing discrimination and
stigmatization of non-binary persons, hence large-scale sensitizing and awareness raising
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measures are necessary. 188Countries introducing non-binary legal gender categories, such as
Germany, should further undertake efforts to ensure the recognition of these legal gender
categories in other countries. Multilateral action for developing specific private international law
rules on this issue, the issuance of two passports and the sending of diplomatic notes to inform
other countries about non-binary legal gender categories are remedies to ensure the safe travel of
persons with non-binary legal genders. As displayed by the effects created by the German
Constitutional Court ruling, the introduction of non-binary legal gender categories can enhance
the public discourse on and visibility of non-binary persons. At the same time, a “third” gender
category will never be capable of reflecting all non-binary gender identities, and, thus, fails to
recognize persons with multiple gender identities, such who do not identify with any gender or
such who perceive their gender identity as a private issue that they do not wish to publicly reveal.

4. Eliminating the public gender registration
Thus far no country has abolished the public gender registration altogether, but several countries
began making exceptions to the mandatory gender registrations for certain groups. The first
section in this chapter discusses hypothetically what would happen if a country, such as
Germany, would eliminate the mandatory public gender registration for everybody. The second
section discusses laws that either allow parents to register their newborn without any legal
gender, as is the case in Malta, or mandate parents to do so for their intersex child, as is the case
in Germany and the Netherlands. The third section analyses recent court decisions in Germany
which are creating the possibility for adults to delete their gender marker in the civil registry and
remain legally genderless.
4.1. Eliminating the public gender registration for everybody
The German Constitutional Court addressed two ways of resolving the legal invisibility of nonbinary persons, either by introducing a “third” legal gender category or by eliminating the public
gender registration altogether. It presumed that the binary gender registration is discriminatory
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against non-binary persons only when gender is generally recorded as part of the civil status
registration. If nobody’s gender was formally registered anymore, then the non-registration of
non-binary gender identities would not be discriminatory.189
As discussed above, media reports indicate that the German Ministry of Interior opted for
introducing another gender category instead of abolishing the public gender registration
altogether.190 Still, the German ruling fostered the discussion about the reasons to why gender is
registered as part of the civil status registration. The draft law on introducing another legal gender
category in Germany, as published by an online newspaper, discusses briefly the alternative
measure of abolishing the registration of gender in the civil status registry altogether. As
argument against the abolishment of the public gender registration, it notes that several laws are
directly connected to one’s legal gender. One example it names in this context is the ICAO
regulations that prescribe the mentioning of gender markers in form of F, M or X on travel
documents. Another example discussed concerns the different provisions that apply in case that
same-gender or different-gender couples divorce and there is a conflict of law with a foreign
jurisdiction (e.g. because one person lives abroad).191
As of yet, no country has abolished the public gender registration for all purposes and, to the best
of my knowledge, no international legal body has ever discussed this option. However, intersex
and trans rights activists call out increasingly for reconsidering the registration of gender as part
of the civil status. The Malta Declaration, which is the Third International Intersex Forum
outcome document, held in 2013, claims that “[i]n the future, as with race or religion, sex or
gender should not be a category on birth certificates or identification documents for anybody” 192.
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As discussed above, Principle 31 of the Yogyakarta Principles +10, endorsed by Transgender
Europe, supports a similar approach.193
The Malta Declaration points out that it is debatable why gender continues to be registered as a
legal category while other social categories, like ethnicity, are rarely used for civil status
purposes in Europe.194 In some European countries, like Germany and Austria, religion can still
be registered in the civil registry if desired. 195 In Germany, if religion is registered in the civil
registry, it is also displayed on the birth certificate.196 In Austria, on the other hand, birth
certificates never display one’s religion, even if it is registered in the civil registry. 197 In very rare
cases in Europe, religion creates different rights and duties for citizens. For example, in Bosnia
and Herzegovina, a person’s religion determines the political office for which one can run as a
candidate. The ECtHR condemned this as a violation of the principle of non-discrimination (Art.
14; Protocol 12, Art. 1) and the right to stand for free elections (Protocol 1, Art. 3). 198

4.1.1. Legal definitions of genders
As long as laws make a difference among people based on social categories, such as religion,
ethnicity or gender, these categories need to be legally demarcated. The conditions that make a
person a woman or a man are hardly ever explicitly defined in laws. Depending on the country, it
is within the discretion of medical personnel, civil registries and/or parents to make a cross in the
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box of F or M on application forms for birth certificates. 199 Thus, the appearance of a baby’s
genitals usually defines a person’s initial legal sex registration. 200 Once a person’s legal sex is
registered, it can be challenged through gender recognition laws later on, in case that these laws
exist in the country in question. The requirements necessary to access gender recognition could
therefore be seen as laying out certain definitions of what makes a person a woman or a man.
When it needs to be determined whether a person is a woman or a man with regards to genderspecific laws, spaces and services, the state usually relies on a person’s gender as registered in the
civil registry. However, some institutions are moving towards a model of self-identification for
determining the eligibility of gender-specific services and rights. For example, Women’s
Colleges in the U.S. increasingly accept trans women, including those who are (still) legally
registered as male, and, at times, also non-binary persons.201 Similarly, Canada amended its
prison policy recently to ensure that trans prisoners are housed in facilities that correspond to
their self-identified gender rather than their legal gender. 202
If genders were to be eliminated, all current gender-specific laws would need to be rendered
gender neutral. Nonetheless, institutions would still need to develop their own definitions of
gender categories for affirmative action purposes. Self-identification, such as for the admission to
women’s colleges, can be counted as one, presumably the most promising, option for defining
genders. While US colleges use self-declarations also for determining the applicants’ eligibility
for ethnic quota, some Brazilian universities have put in place controversial “race boards” which
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inspect affirmative action applicants. 203 In Australia, Aborigines and Torres Straight Islanders
wishing to access indigenous-specific services and programmes may be required to prove their
aboriginality by providing several self-declarations and attestations from indigenous communities
and institutions. 204 The Brazilian and the Australian model would be both problematic for gender
affirmative action since relying on inspection boards or attestations from communities and/or
institutions for determining a person’s gender would contradict the principle of selfdetermination.

4.1.2. Implications on data collection
One major argument against the elimination of the public gender registration concerns the
difficulty to collect gender disaggregated data if the state no longer records gender. For example,
the legal gender registration is used to collect statistics about disparities between women and men
in the field of employment, such as concerning the gender pay gap. Dan Christian Ghattas,
Executive Director of Organisation Intersex International Europe (OII Europe), pointed out that
data collected based on one’s legal gender registration is flawed since intersex and trans persons
often possess legal gender markers which do not correspond with their lived gender role.
Additionally, gender disaggregated data mostly fails to reflect issues of intersectionality or
minorities within a group.205 Hence, if the public gender registration were abolished, gender
disaggregated data should be obtained same as data on ethnic and religious disparities, mainly
collected through surveys by public and private statistics offices.
The legal gender registration can be currently used for collecting gender disaggregated data if the
institution concerned has access to the civil registry, which mainly is the case for public and
certain state-authorized institutions. Private institutions can draw data collection from gender
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markers on identification documents, which at times differ from the gender registered in the civil
registry. Using IDs as proof for one’s legal gender works only until the cards contain gender
information, which is less and less the case in countries like the Netherlands. In order to avoid the
loss of a considerable amount of gender disaggregated date if the public gender registration were
eliminated, public institutions would need to find other ways to collect these data.
Aside of using gender markers, one option to collect gender disaggregated data is to rely on selfidentification in surveys. For example, in most countries, gender disaggregated data on schooling,
such as gender gaps in drop-out quotes, is currently derived by using children’s legal gender
registration as an indication for the children’s lived gender. If public gender registration would no
longer exist, another way to receive gender disaggregated data on schooling would be to ask
school children to fill-out surveys in which they declare their gender identity. Using selfidentification has the advantage of one being able to declare another gender every time they are
asked, choose not to declare any gender and pick from multiple options. Simultaneously, relying
solely on surveys and no longer using legal genders for data collection would probably increase
the number of times a person is asked to declare their gender identity. While this might not be so
problematic if multiple options fitting your self-identified gender are provided, it still contradicts
the goal to reduce the importance of gender for official purposes, as discussed in chapter 1.
An additional, rather problematic way to collect gender disaggregated data is by means of
perception, namely assuming gender expression as an indicator for gender identity. The problem
of inferring a person’s gender identity from their gender expression lies in the subjectivity of
one’s judgment, which likely reproduces stereotypical assumptions regarding how genders are
expressed and can lead to errors in the collection of gender identity.

4.1.3. Identity politics without legal gender categories
As discussed above, the ruling by the German Constitutional Court initiated a public discourse on
non-binary persons and increased their public visibility. This goes to show that the introduction
of a “third” legal gender can transfer social legitimacy upon people who do not (exclusively)
identify as male or female. Abolishing the public gender registration would likely fail to do this
49

given that non-binary persons would be institutionally no more visible than they are in the binary
gender registration. For certain people, being publicly recognized by their gender identity can
also be an important element in manifesting their identity. The above is true especially for some
trans and intersex persons, including non-binary persons, who might find relief and pride in
having their identity reflected in gender markers. The UK survey on non-binary persons shows
that only 41% would support the elimination of public gender registration altogether, whereas
73% of the 895 survey participants would favor the introduction of a “third” gender category. 206
Vic Valentine, Policy Officer at Scottish Trans Alliance, reported that some trans persons feel
that legally-registered genders are necessary to ensure their access to gender-specific rights,
services and spaces. 207 Feminist legal scholars have pointed out that the women’s rights discourse
has been essential for making women visible in the eyes of the law and ensuring their rights, yet,
at the same time, it has reinforced the gender binary and the idea that women and men are clearly
distinct, mutually-exclusive and the sole gender identities. 208 Thus, relying on legal gender
categories to make non-binary persons visible in the eyes of the law might ensure their rights but
also strengthens the perception that gender is legitimately a state-controlled category structuring
legal relationships.
On the other hand, abolishing the public registration of gender would reduce the control of the
state in defining one’s gender identity, which will possibly resolve many human rights challenges
for LGBTI persons. One’s (legal) gender would no longer matter in the question whether
someone could get married to another person or adopt a child, and gender recognition procedures,
including restrictive requirements, would become obsolete. Since parents would be no longer
required to register their newborns’ sex, the risk that intersex children are subjected to genital
mutilations in order to make their body conform to social bodily norms would likely be reduced.
However, the risk would be clearly not eliminated since abolishing the public gender registration
would not necessarily implement a prohibition of intersex genital mutilations, which would still
need to be outlawed through specific laws, alongside educating society, so as to ensure the right
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to physical integrity and self-determination of intersex children and adults. In addition, numerous
other human rights’ challenges related to sexual orientation, gender identity, gender expression
and sex characteristics, such as anti-discrimination protection, health law, refugee status
determination and poverty, would persist even if legal genders were abolished.209

4.1.4. Implications on cross-border movements
Where travel abroad is concerned, persons without any legally-registered gender would face
similar obstacles to those of people with a “third” legal gender. This is the case because the
public gender registration would unlikely be eliminated globally at once, but some countries or
regions (e.g. EU) would need to be the pioneers. Thus, countries without public gender
registration would be initially an exception, which is why their citizens could face difficulties in
states that retain the public gender registration.
Under current ICAO guidelines, countries would be required to reflect a blank gender registration
with an X marker on passports. This could possibly create difficulties with visa applications and
airline check-ins alike. Furthermore, the recognition of non-binary persons in foreign
jurisdictions would need to be determined through the local private international law rules on a
case-by-case basis.

4.2. Eliminating the public gender registration for children
Whereas no country has yet abolished the public gender registration for all purposes, Malta
introduced in 2015 the possibility for parents to postpone the gender registration of their
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newborns until the child’s 18th birthday. 210 Some countries, notably Germany and the
Netherlands, also devise provisions for postponing the gender registration of intersex newborns in
case doctors would not “determine” a binary sex. 211 The implication is, thus, that, in principle,
some children could already grow up without any legal gender. In addition, the GIHR proposed
in its draft for amending the aforementioned German personal status law that newborns in
Germany should generally be registered without any gender, by which they are given the choice
to register a gender in the civil registry later in life. 212 These models are discussed in greater
detail in the following sections.

4.2.1. Malta’s example and the proposal by the German Institute for Human Rights
With the adoption of the GIGESC Act in 2015, Malta became the first country worldwide to
explicitly grant parents the choice to register or not register their newborn’s gender as part of the
birth registration. However, children must register a (binary) legal gender by their 18th birthday at
the latest, which means that in Malta only children, but not adults, can remain without any legal
gender. 213 Until the time of writing, no parents in Malta have as of yet made use of the possibility
to postpone the gender registration of their newborn. 214
The gender of children without any legally registered gender is recorded as “undetermined” in the
civil registry, which is displayed as an X on IDs and passports. The possibility to initially leave
the gender marker blank in the birth registration, already existed prior to the adoption of the
GIGESC Act in. It was used, for instance, for premature babies whose sex organs were not fully
developed, which means that a binary sex was difficult to discern. 215 If children below the age of
16 wish to change their gender entry from “undetermined” to a binary gender, they need to obtain
210
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a court decision. If they are 16 years old or older, they can apply to a notary. This procedure is
the same as changing the legal gender within the binary, from female to male and vice versa. 216
In Malta, there are generally no laws that make a distinction between children based on gender.
Still, there are in existence some gender-specific services and spaces, such as gender-divided
schools. It is unclear how these gender-divided spaces and religious institutions (e.g. concerning
baptism, confirmation) would react to children without any legally registered gender. 217 Since the
number of children registered without any legal gender is assumed to remain low, policy-makers
did not expect that this measure would have an impact on the collection of gender disaggregated
data on children (e.g. gender gaps in school drop-out ratios).218
Countries with laws which create a distinction between girls and boys would need to render these
laws gender-neutral, or, conversely, specify their impact on children with no legally-registered
gender. Examples for laws treating boys and girls differently in some countries are those
pertaining to the legal age of marriage, consent and majority. Gender-differentiating laws for
children barely exist in the CoE member states, but a few still remain. For example, the law of the
Vatican creates a distinction between boys and girls with regards to marriage, since girls can
marry at the age of 14 whereas boys must be at least 16.219 In Poland, the legal age of marriage is
18, yet a family court can exceptionally allow girls above 16 to marry. 220 Thus, at least with
regards to the law in the Vatican, lawmakers would need to specify the legal situation of children
without any legal gender if they ever decide to introduce the option of postponing children’s
gender registration – an unlikely option given the Vatican’s strong support for upholding the
gender binary. In addition, laws differentiating according to gender among minors could become
relevant if children with an X marker from Malta travel to other countries. Private international
law rules would once again come into play in determining the situation of children with no
registered gender abroad.
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The GIHR proposal for amending the German personal status law takes a marked step further
than the Maltese law by recommending that newborns are generally not registered with a legal
gender. 221 They can nonetheless decide at a later stage in life to register a gender in the civil
registry. This reinverts the status quo as compared to the situation in Malta, where, in general,
children are registered with a legal gender, but parents can decide to opt out of this registration.
The German proposal also foresees that some adults will remain legally genderless, since there is
no upper limit as to when children must register their legal gender. In addition, people should
retain the already-existing possibility to delete their gender registration at any given time, as
discussed in greater detail in section 4.3.
According to the GIHR proposal, if children want to register their gender in the civil registry,
they can do so with a simple self-declaration if they are above the age of 14 and of full legal
capacity. If they are below the age of 14, or possess no full legal capacity, they need the consent
of their guardians. If the guardians refuse the consent, a family court can be called upon to make
this said decision. 222
Since the model proposed by the GIHR would probably result in almost all children being
registered without any legal gender, except for those who explicitly want to register a gender
already during childhood, the collection of gender disaggregated for children would be more
strongly-impacted than in Malta, where so far no child possesses a blank gender registration. On
the one hand, binary gender markers (F or M) could be assumed as a stronger proof for one’s
self-identified gender than is currently the case, since both children and adults would choose to
be registered with a marker instead of being assigned one. On the other hand, for the purpose of
collecting gender disaggregated data, additional surveys would be necessary to equally
understand gender identities and lived gender roles of children who are not registered with a legal
gender.
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4.2.2. The gender registration of intersex children in Germany and the Netherlands
In 2013 Germany introduced a new provision in its personal status law, paragraph 22(3), which
maintains that “a child who cannot be assigned to the female sex nor the male sex” 223 must be
registered without any legal gender in the birth registry. The child’s legal gender can be
subsequently registered by providing a medical certificate which declares their binary sex. 224
Despite having presumably had the intention to reduce the number of medically unnecessary
genital surgeries performed on children, 225 the amendment of the German personal status law in
2013 has been strongly criticized for forcibly outing and “othering” intersex children, and,
consequently, making them prone to stigmatization.226 The mandatory nature of the law, which
creates an obligation to register their intersex children without any legal gender, could put even
more pressure on parents and doctors to assign the child to a binary sex since they want to avoid
the forced outing caused by blank gender registration. This, in turn, can enhance the risk that
children concerned are subjected to intersex genital mutilations. Part of the problem lies also in
the fact that it is up to doctors to decide on the child’s sex assignment, while intersex rights
activists advocate for a decision based on the principle of self-determination where children are
the ones making the decision, as opposed to doctors or parents.227 The draft law on introducing
another legal gender category, as published by an online newspaper, would slightly amend
paragraph 22(3) of the current personal status law in Germany. It would add that if the sex of a
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child is unclear, the child must be registered either without any legal gender or with the category
“weiteres” (“additional/other”) in the birth registry.228
Whereas the 2013 amendment to the German personal status law was highly debated by German
and international media respectively, which often wrongly described it as introducing a “third”
gender, 229 a similar provision has existed in the Dutch Civil Code since 1970 without ever
attracting much attention.230 The Dutch provision similarly states that a child shall receive an
interim birth certificate without any sex marker if the child’s sex is “doubtful”. 231 Same as in
Germany, in the Netherlands intersex children without any legal gender would receive an X
marker on passports.232 Despite these similarities, the Dutch provision differs slightly from the
German one. First, it claims that after three months the interim birth certificate is exchanged with
a final birth certificate, which shall state the child’s sex if, in the meantime, it could be
“determined”. Had this not been the case, the gender marker shall, yet again, be left blank on the
final certificate until further notice. 233 This provision assumes that uncertainties regarding a
child’s sex can be typically resolved within the first three months. According to a nonquantitative survey conducted in the Netherlands, this expectation has been met in practice. Out
of 196 surveyed registers, only 13 have registered a child’s sex as “undeterminable”, that is, one
to three times during their time in office. In almost all cases, except two, the sex could be
registered on the final birth certificate at the end of three months. 234 Whether any intersex genital
mutilations were performed to “erase” uncertainties regarding a child’s sex in these three months
remains inconclusive, but I would argue probable. A second difference between the Dutch and
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German law is that, in the Netherlands, no medical declaration stating a child’s sex is needed for
the birth registration. Thus, it is up to parents to declare their child’s gender. 235

4.2.2.1.

Empirical evaluation of the German personal status law

The GIHR conducted an empirical evaluation of how paragraph 22(3) of the German personal
status law has been implemented so far. The results exhibit that within two years, between
November 2013 and November 2015, twelve newborns were registered in the birth registry
without any legal sex. Two of these children were subsequently registered with a female or a
male sex. 236 According to medical estimations, roughly 280-300 children were born with intersex
genitals in the course of those two years, meaning that only 4% of intersex newborns are actually
registered without a gender marker. 237 This is due to a reluctance on the part of midwives, doctors
and parents to leave the gender marker blank. 238 Civil registers also display hesitancy to register a
child’s birth with no gender information, which in a few cases resulted in them consulting with
the responsible doctors or even postponing the birth registration with the aim to obtain full clarity
on the child’s sex before registering it. 239 95% of the 683 surveyed civil registers responded that
they were informed about the new regulations on registering intersex children’s birth, whereas
only half of the 127 midwives, 30% of the 161 responding doctors and only 18% of doctors
working at the hospital were officially informed about the personal status law amendment. 240 The
medical personnel also remarked that there is some haze regarding the medical standards
determining a child’s sex. There are no clear criteria as to when should a child be registered
without any legal gender.241 Another problem discussed in the survey results was that many
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hospital forms and electronic systems do not allow the option of leaving the gender marker
blank. 242
The study on paragraph 22(3) of the GIHR personal status law tries also to capture opinions
regarding the usefulness of the provision and how it affects the decision to undergo intersex
genital mutilations. Many of the parents, doctors, midwives and civil registers who participated in
the survey appreciated the possibility to postpone the gender registration of an intersex
newborn.243 The main tensions surrounding the opinions on the new regulation are concerned
with the aspects discussed above. On the one hand, the law alleviates pressure from doctors to
assign a sex immediately after birth, but, on the other hand, it also constitutes a forced outing,
which can, in turn, increase stigmatization of intersex persons and the risk of intersex genital
mutilations taking place. Furthermore, the role of parents in the sex assignment of their children
is controversial. Many survey participants think that parents should be somehow involved in the
decision which sex should be legally assigned to the child, but, simultaneously, intersex children
must also be protected from parents who wish to force them into one gender category. The
question whether a blank gender registration makes being intersex more “normal” and legally
accepted or whether it enhances stigmatization, was also debated in the survey responses. 244 More
on the current law’s controversies and opinions can be found in the GIHR report. 245

4.2.2.2.

Legal gaps in Germany and the Netherlands

As discussed in the example of Malta, not many laws exist in the CoE member states which
distinguish between children based on their gender, but it is unclear how gender-divided services
and spaces for children (e.g. schools) would react to children with no legally- registered gender.
Both Dutch and German laws regarding intersex children’s sex registration assume that the nonlegal gender registration is only temporary. In practice, however, these children can remain
without any legal gender their entire lives since the law sets no age limit when the children
242
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concerned must declare a gender, as is the case in Malta. The implication would thus be that
laws, which distinguish between adult women and men in the Netherlands and Germany, can also
create legal uncertainties for intersex children without any legally registered gender. In addition,
the GIHR evaluation on paragraph 22(3) discussed above shows that many civil registers are
concerned about what happens to children without any legal gender when they grow up and come
in contact with gender-specific laws, such as those concerning marriage and parenthood.246
Neither Dutch nor German lawmakers have taken measures to prevent such legal gaps for
persons without any legally-registered genders. For example, it is unclear whether and whom
persons with no legal gender could marry in Germany and the Netherlands, since marriage in
these two countries is allowed between “two persons of different or the same sex” 247. More on
this will be discussed in the next section.

4.3. Making the public gender registration optional for adults
In its proposal for amending the German personal status law, the GIHR also discusses the option
that adults can ask for the deletion of their gender registration and remain legally genderless. 248 In
fact, this possibility already exists in Germany, as clarified by various court decision during the
last three years.249 Making the public registration optional can be regarded as a compromise
between the demands of persons who do not want to be publicly identified with a (binary) gender
category and those who wish to retain the public gender registration, which made up 59% of the
respondents of the UK survey on non-binary persons. 250
In its ruling from November 2017 the German Constitutional Court confirmed that paragraph
22(3) of the German personal status law, discussed above, creates the option to remove one’s
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gender marker from the civil registry and remain with an “undetermined” gender. 251 This
confirms lower courts’ previous decisions. 252 The Higher Regional Court of Celle was, in 2015,
the first court to clarify that though paragraph 22(3) was intended to cover only intersex
newborns, it can also be retrospectively applied to intersex adults who can ask for the deletion of
their gender marker and receive the status of “undetermined” gender. 253 In a case in 2017 the
same Court subsequently decided that not only intersex adults, but also trans adults, can demand
the deletion of their gender registration, since making the deletion dependent upon biological
criteria, such as intersex, would contradict the principle of self-determination. 254 By relying on
previous jurisprudence, the Court determined that it is the self-identified gender that counts in
this case, rather than the gender “perceived” by others. 255
The abovementioned rulings created the situation that adults can delete their gender in Germany,
yet the court cases have not clarified the requirements that an applicant may be asked to fulfil for
this deletion. The GIHR study revealed that, generally speaking, civil registers do not know how
to act when confronted with an application to delete one’s gender registration. 44% of the
surveyed registers answered they refer the case to a court, 36% would require the applicants to
provide a medical attestation, and 28% answered they would not know what to do. 256 Though
over two years have passed since the survey was conducted by the GIHR, and courts have,
meanwhile, further clarified the effects of paragraph 22(3) for adults, the exact procedure for
deleting one’s legal gender remains still ambiguous
As already remarked above, adults without any legal gender face legal uncertainties with regards
to gender-specific laws in Germany, since German legislators did not foresee that paragraph
22(3) of the German personal status law would also be applied to adults. Furthermore, it is
unclear how a blank gender registration, reflected with an X on passports, would be recognized
by other countries under private international law rules.
251
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In addition to Germany, two Canadian states, Saskatchewan and Ontario, now also provide the
option to remove gender markers from birth certificates. A court in Saskatchewan ordered the
regional government to allow the removal since the mandatory M and F on the birth certificate
violates the Saskatchewan Human Rights Code. 257 Ontario reportedly introduced the possibility
to delete one’s gender marker from the birth certificate alongside the recognition of a non-binary
legal gender in 2018.258

4.4. Conclusions
Thus far, no country has abolished the mandatory gender registration altogether. If countries
would take this path, gender categories like non-binary, women and men, would need to be
defined for affirmation action. Rather than relying on legal documents as proof for people’s
gender, self-declarations could be used. Similarly, the reliance on the gender registered in the
civil registry would need to be replaced by another way of determining people’ gender for the
collection of gender disaggregated data. Using large-scale surveys where people can self-declare
their gender could present an alternative, but those bear the risk to gender becoming an even
greater salient social category since people are asked more frequently to declare their gender than
they have before. In addition, maintaining legal gender categories can, at times, be useful for
identity politics since social legitimacy may be transferred upon groups, of the likes of nonbinary persons, and secure their access to gender-specific services and spaces. On the other hand,
abolishing legal genders could resolve many human rights challenges for LGBTI persons, like
those concerning the right to marry, and alleviate pressure from parents and doctors to assign a
binary gender to (intersex) children. According to current ICAO guidelines, the non-registration
of a person’s gender would need to be expressed with an X on identity documents and the
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recognition of blank gender registration in foreign countries would rely on each country’s
specific private international laws.
In April 2015, Malta became the first country worldwide to provide parents with the option to
postpone the registration of their newborn’s gender until the child’s 18 th birthday. 259 Up until
now, that is, three years later, no parents have yet chosen this possibility. 260 This confirms the
policy-makers’ predictions that the possibility to postpone newborns’ gender registration would
have no major impact on the collection of gender disaggregated data, given that the number of
children registered without any legal gender was expected to remain low. 261 In general, Maltese
laws do not make a distinction based on gender among minors, but it is vague how genderdivided services and spaces (e.g. schools), as well as religious institutions (e.g. for baptism),
would react to children with no legal gender. 262 Other countries with laws which create a
distinction among girls and boys, such as for the legal age of marriage, will need to amend these
laws in order to avoid any legal gaps and insecurities. These gender-differentiating laws could
also become problematic if children without any legal gender from Malta travel abroad and no
clear private international law rules are in existence. The GIHR goes one step further than Malta
and proposes that children are generally not registered with a gender at the time of birth, yet still
providing the possibility to record a gender in the civil registry later in life.
Both Germany and the Netherlands practice laws that provide for the registration of intersex
newborns without any legal gender if the child’s sex characteristics look unequivocally neither
female nor male. The German law especially has been described as harmful by intersex rights
activists, since it constitutes a forced outing of intersex children which can, in turn, lead to
stigmatization and even increase the risk for intersex genital surgeries to take place. 263 An
empirical evaluation of the German law shows that only 4% of all intersex newborns are
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registered without any legal gender in the birth registry. 264 Neither German nor Dutch lawmakers
have foreseen any legal gaps that may arise when intersex children without any legal gender grow
up and come into contact with gender-specific laws (e.g. marriage) in their adulthood.
German courts have clarified in the last three years that adults, be they intersex or not, can
demand the deletion of their legal gender from the civil registry based on paragraph 22(3) of the
German personal status law, which prescribes the blank gender registration of intersex
newborns. 265 The exact requirement for deleting one’s legal gender are still rather ambiguous, yet
it is clear that, in principle, adults can remain without any legally registered gender in Germany.
Legal uncertainties and gaps, such as with regards to marriage, arising from these court decisions
are yet to be resolved.

Final remarks
Legal systems of nation-states are heavily based on the gender binary, which assumes that
women and men are complementary, mutually-exclusive and the only existing gender identities.
Breaking out of the binary in the legal registration of genders contains, therefore, diverse effects
on other fields of law, such as family and labour laws. Domestic efforts and international
cooperation will, in the future, be necessary to ensure that all persons irrespective of their legal
gender and gender identity will be able to access their rights and services and travel without fear
of discrimination. As reflected by the ruling of the German Constitutional Court, countries in
Europe are increasingly realizing that the binary gender registration contradicts the principles of
non-discrimination and self-determination. This momentum opens the door to a profound
reconsideration of the ways states record and register gender, and to shed light on the diversity of
gender identities, in particular non-binary ones.
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